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The Time for Final Decision
The councils of Tau Kappa Alpha and come. The national councils have authorized
Delta Sigma Rho have spent many hours the officers to send to each chapter a copy of
weighing the arguments for and against a a constitution for the proposed new society
proposal to merge into one society. Joint of Delta Sigma Rho-Tau Kappa Alpha and
committees have likewise considered every a ballot upon which to register approval or
aspect of such a proposal. One thing was al- disapproval. Chapters will note that the
ways self-evident. Delta Sigma Rho and Tau traditional interests of each society have been
Kappa Alpha were alike in their aims and ob- amply protected. Tlie names of our publica-
jeetives. They both believed in practically tions will be combined in the same way that
the same things. While tliey were, in a cer- tlie names of the societies have been hyphen-
tain sense, competitive, it was for the most ated. The key of the new society will be the
part on the friendliest of terms. Both had .same shape as that of the present Delta Sigma
about the same problems, Finally, two years Rho key. Parts of the rituals will he retained
ago, steps were taken to see wliat kind of a in a new one. Sections have been taken al-
nierger could be effected and to evaluate most word for word from our basic docu-
fhe positive benefits which might accrue. inents. As a result, students will have no
The results of these deliberations have been difficulty in finding themselves at home in
communicated to tlie chapters through the the new organization. On the other hand, the
annual letters and the Gaccl. key will be much more widely recognized.
Now that time for the final decision has Certain questions have naturally arisen
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which have been answered for the sponsors
who were in Cleveland but which should be
answered for others. It i.s recognized that all
chapters will need to continue with tlie pres
ent rituals and keys until u new ritual has
been adopted and a new face for the key has
been designed. This may take a year or so. It
is probable that the membership certificate
can be prepared in time for use next year.
While all Delta Sigma Rho members will be
automatically members of the new society,
it is not contemplated that they will change
keys although they may if they wish. All
chapters in good standing will he included
in the new society but a chapter which would
not care to abide by the majority decision
could refuse to accept membership. There
will be no other honor .society available to
them, although there is a recognition society
which does not include general scholarship
as a prerequisite for membership. The im
pact of tlie merger, interestingly enough, has
brought inquiries from chapters with the
honor niting rather than that of recognition.
Tliere will be no costs to the chapters in ef
fecting the change.
All of our energies should not be spent on
consideration of the new society. The confer
ence for Delta Sigma Rho schools at the
University of Michigan should be a rousing
affair for experienced debaters. It should be
a climactic event for many of our members.
Likewise, the Eastern tournament at Dart
mouth will represent an event long contem
plated. Members in the ea.stem schools
should make it the Irest ever.
Collegiate members of Delta Sigma Rho
in the year 1962-63 may well say that they
had the privilege of living on campus in one
of the most interesting and historic years in
intercollege forensics. Tliis is truly a time
for great decisions.
Symposium on Ethics
Introduction
Aristotle argues that the study of ethics
is impossible for tlic young and immature
both because they lack experience and be
cause they are ruled by their passions and ap
petites. Hopefully, we may regard our con
tinuing concern with the ethics of language
and communication as a return to maturity
in our profession.
These four papers are an indication of such
concern. They were first presented at a
meeting of the National Society for the
Study of Communication and, wc believe,
warrant contiiiucd consideration and re-
evaluation. Although Ihese papers were
separately conceived and prepared, the
similarity of their major emphases is startling.
All are agreed on the central importance of
ethics of communication in democracy, and
each pai>er .stresses—in a somewhat different
way—the same facets of that problem: the
communicator's personal resiwnsibility, the
significance of the emotional climate in
which communication is attempted, the
listener's or receiver's n^sponsibilities in
ethical communication, and the possible
failures of our own discipline as a training-
ground for ethical communication.
There are, of course, disagreements. Pro
fessor Fowler :u-gues that unethical language
cannot be defined in isolation, that an ethic
relative to the user's purpose is all that can be
applied. Professor Valentine, on the otlier
hand, insists on Ayer's criterion of verifiabil-
ity, an almost absolute .standard. Obviously,
this presentation of four papers can do no
more than help to underline the problems of
ethical communication in democracy and,
perhaps, suggest approache.s which may be
profitable.
In preparing these papers, each original
has been followed a.s nearly as pos.sible: how
ever, we are considerably indebted to the
authors for allowing us certain editorial
freedom in selecting, s)Tithosizing and
organizing the material.
Charles Coetzinger
Thorrel B. Pest
University of Colorado
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A Program For Improving
Ethical Language Usage in a Free Society
J. Jeitery Auer
Chairnwu, Departriienf of Speech and Theatre. Indiana Vniversiti/
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'Tn the whole history of law and order,"
observes Judge Curtis Bok, "the longest step
forward was taken by primitive man when,
as if by common consent, the tribe sat down
in a circle and allowed only one man to speak
at a time."' The next important step will lie
taken when every man who speaks ilocs so
with a full sense of social responsibility for
what he says. While this stei^ requires the
development of a personal ethical standard
by each person who speaks, our concern
here is with the role that should be played
in that develo|>mcnt by the teacher of com
munication.
Teachers of communication have always
paid at least lip service to the Qiiintilian con
cept of the "good man speaking well." But
it is doubtful whether we have really been as
concerned with the good man, and with Ills
ethics, as we have been with the speaking
man, and his skills. "After all, the art of
speaking is like the art of reasoning, or like
mathematics and science, in that morality
lies out.sido them; it is not of them; it is not i»i
them."- In his provocative essay, "An Ethical
Basis of Communication," which should be
read with care by every member of our profes
sion, Karl R. Wallace develops four "morali
ties" which provide the ethic of communica
tion in a free society: "the duty of search and
inquiry, allegiance tn accuracy, fairness, and
ju.sticc in the .selection and treatment of ideas
and argimients, the willingness to submit pri
vate motivations to public scnitiny, and the
toleration of dissent.""
Assuming the.se "moralities" as a fair
statement of the attitude of mind the teacher
of communication ought to develop in his
students, how does he go about it? Here are
some suggestions.
1. The teacher can place in his students'
' "If We Are to Act Like Free Men," SiitvTday Re
view (Feb. 13, 1954), 9.
• Karl R. Wallace, "An Etbical Basis of Communi
cation," The Speech 'fertt/icr, 4 (1955), 2.
" Wallace, pp. 1-9.
hands a textbook in which the author does
not present communication as a skill only
like cooking, but one which also makes an
effort to establish an ethical climate for the
use of that skill. It is of little point for tlie
teacher to talk of tlie morality of communi
cation in a free society, and then hand his
students a guide to "the art of doing what
ever you can get away with."
2. The teacher can make a deliberate ef
fort to implement both the ethical and skill
a.spects of communication. This may take tlie
fonn of a di.scussion on the relationships be
tween "means and ends," in concrete terms
and with examples drawn from contem-
porar)' public address, to emphasize the sig-
uificance of the choice of means used to
achieve the ends, as against exclusive con
cern with the ends tliem.selves. Or it may
take the form of analyzing "success" as an
adequate standard of judgment for public
address. As Bower Aly has obseri-ed, much of
our rhetorical criticism .seems to glorify the
"successful" speaker. Often this emphasis has
been at tlie expense of considering the ethical
speaker, and we may find it expedient to pay
more attention to the good men who plead
good causes, even without immediate suc
cess.^
3. The teacher can remind his students
that communication has always been used
"to create, to alter, or to destroy some type
of human relationship."'' Speeches, we know,
may significantly change the attitudes of
substantial numbers of those who listen to
them. The teacher ought to make clear to his
students that unless they arc willing to ac
cept the social re.spon.sibility that goes with
the use of speech, they should remain silent.
Speakers .should be expected to observe a
' For a recent restatement of this criterion for jiidRmf!
public address see \Vayland Maxfield Parrish and
Marie Hochmuth, Atnericcin Speeches (New York,
1954), pp. 1-20.
" Henry L. Ewbank, "Teaching Speech for Human
Relations," The Sjwpc/i Teacher, 1 (1952), 9.
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code, as Ewbank puts it, "that does not tole
rate hitting below the belt, clipping, or un
necessary roughness." Aside from the legal
l«?nalties for fraudulent advertising, perjury,
libel, or slander, no such code can be legis
lated. But the teacher of communication can
help build re.spect for it in practice by adher
ing to it in the classroom.
4. The teacher can be concerned with
content in evaluating the communication of
his students. He is entitled to ask not only
"was it well done?" but also "was it worth
doing at all?" It is perfectly po.ssihle to have
excellent organization, vivid .style, and dy
namic delivery for a si>eech on the proposi
tion that the moon is made of green cheese,
hut no teacher is compelled to applaud it.
One unfortunate consequence of the ncve»r-
ending controversy over "form versus con
tent" is the frequent conclu.sinn that "T have
no responsihility for evaluating what a .stu
dent says; I must attend only to whether he
says it well." Teachers who rationalize this
way need to be reminded tliat invention Ls
the starting point in rhetoric.''
•5. The teacher can give cnipha.sis to all
forms of proof in his evaluations of .student
perfnrmfmces. The ancient categories of
rhetoric still stand: logical proof, emotional
proof, and etliical proof. "How ethically did
he speak?" is as legitimate a question as "How
effectively did he speak?"
6. The teacher can concern his students
with the meaning of words as well as their
usage. Much of our energies are frequently
sjient in discovering whether students, in
both oral and written communication, use
words with grammatical accuracy, spell
words correctly, and generally attend to
syntactical niceties. These are proper con
cerns, hut tliey should not occupy u.s so com
pletely that we forget about the essential
skills of achieving clarity, using words with
exactitude to express precise meanings, and
adapting language to listeners or readers.*
As Sydney J. Harris puts it, the "spelling
" For one teacher's approach to this problem see
William Norwood Brigance, "Demagogues, 'Good'
People, and Teachers of Speech," The Speech
Teacher, 1 (1932). 1.57-162.
" See an analysis of this problem in C. Merton Bab-
cok. "Tlie Importance of Perspective in Communi
cation," Central Stales Speech Jinirtitil, 6 (1954),
2-6.
bee" needs to be .supplanted by the "meaning
bee," which would do more than buzz aim-
les.sly in one's bonnet.
7. The teacher can have his students
evaluate each other on the ethical use of
language. Most teachers would profit—as
would their students—by greater use of stu
dent evaluations of classroom speeches. For
tliose who do not commonly use thi.s proce
dure, a good way to start would he to have
the listeners make notes of language misii.s-
ages: improperly "loaded" words, evasive
or "weasel" words, pompous or "prestige"
words, misleading or deceptive words, and
all words which seem deliberately used to
obscure rather than clarify meanings.
8. The teacher can develop listening
exercises designed to increase student sen
sitivity to ethical language usage. Perhaps he
can procure from his local radio or television
station the transcriptions, for example, of
Fulton Lewis, Jr., broadcasts and play them
in class for critical evaluation. Or he may peri
odically assign surveys of newspaper edi-
toriaLs and magazine advertisements to
di.scover examples of ethical and unethical
means of "praise or blame." Or he may a.sk
his students to find meaningful distinctions
between a "progre.ssive moderate" and a
"dynamic conservative," or realistic defini
tions of .such phrases as "creeping socialism."
"the welfare state," or even "socialized medi
cine."
9. The teacher can devote class time to
the study of methods by which listeners, or
readers, can analyze communication ad
dressed to them. One teacher may prefer to
do tliis through a unit on general semantics,
with readings in Hayakawa or Lee. Others
may follow the approach of the Institute for
Propaganda Analysis, with readings in Miller
or Edwards. And a third may apply the test
ing of evidence and argument sections of any
standard argumentation textbook. By what
ever method is used, the teacher's aim Is to
increa.sc the critical faculties of his students,
and to help them determine when a proposi
tion is supported by reasonable proof.
10. The teacher can regard the extra-cur
ricular activities he directs as co-curricular,
(Continued on page 30)
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Standards of Ethical Communication in
Contemporary Society
Herold Lillywhite
Department of Pediatrics and Director of Speech and Hearing
Crippled Children's Division, University of Oregon, Medical School
For mnny years there seems to have been
a tendency on the part of most indi\idiml.s
engaged in the teaching of comnnmication.
in any of its fonns, to be concerned almost
totally with the development of the skills
involved and to have little concern about the
manner in which tliesc skills would he used.
We have maintained that responsibility for
the ethical use of communication was the
concern of the individual, or perhaps of some
other "department," the home, the church,—
anyone's but ours. Recent social events and
the development of a social climate that
threatens to undermine and destroy the
foundations of our democratic processes may
have brought about an awareness and con
cern for tlie ethics of communication that
have been too long absent. Whatever the
cause, many individuals now seem willing to
grapple with the baffling problem of
ethical standards in the use of coinmnnica-
tion.
Probably one of the principal reasons for
neglecting this area so long is the extreme
difficulty in defining ethical communication
and limiting its scope. It is obvious that
nothing would be gained from setting up a
"package" definition apart from context.
This papeT is largely concerned with defini
tion and it is hoped that some understanding
of what is meant may be achieved as tlie dis
cussion proceeds. Let it suffice here to say
that we are concerned with the motives and
the intentions of the users of language, and
only incidentally with tlie structure and pit
falls within the language itself, important as
these may be. As one person expressed it, we
arc talking about the "Good guys" and the
"Bad guys" as they exercise their "good" or
"bad" influence upon individuals and society
through language. Within thi.s framework
also must come a discussion of democracy.
We like the definition, a part of which calls
democracy a ". . . .system which permits the
optimal development of tlie individual" as
opposed to that s-ystem which glorifies the
state at the expense of the individual.
We are talking then, about the use of
language for comtminication in a contem
porary democratic society. The most obvious
historical observation in this connection
would seem to be that discussion and spirited
controversy have always marked communi
ties of freemen, and that totalitarian states
have existed in the absence of free discus
sion and controversy. Those societies which
have chosen to live by a democratic system
have, at the same time, committed themselves
to allow all to express themselves openly and
freely. This commitment in turn places upon
them a heavy responsibility for establishing
and maintaining ethical standards of com
munication. Yet this very situation is some
thing of a dangerous paradox. If we begin to
"maintain" ethical standards we are likely to
do so by use of legal restraints, or by fear,
intimidation, investigati<in, and thought con
trol. This process immediately begins to
undermine the \ery basis of what we are at
tempting to maintain.
What is or is not pennissible in commnni-
eatiou in a democratic society arises out of
tlie commitment to free expression. Self-
discipline alone can safely develop and main
tain what restraints are necessary to prevent
free expression from destroying itself. Self-
discipline of a high order will result in a
public morality, a climate in which the
health of a democracy will be vigorous and
resistant to the "disca.scs" that would destroy
it. Thi.s climate was described well by
Richard C. Bernard recently: "A Nation's
.strength comes from the courage, the vigor,
the intelligence, the integrity and the loyalty
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of its people . . . These qualities that insure
freedom develop only where men want
freedom and only where men are willing to
rely on freedom."^
If men want freedom and, far more im
portant, are willing to rely on freedom they
will accept the respoasihility to maintsun the
self-discipline that will insure the establish
ment and adherence to certain ground niles
for freedom of communication. These ground
rules we might call the standards of ethical
communication in a cootcmporary society.
We might list many, but for the present five
po.ssibilities will be discussed. In this discus
sion it .should be understood that we mean
always to stress the processes of reading and
listening as having importance equal to
writing and speaking. The resixinsibility is
just as heavy in these areas, but it Is too
often forgotten.
1. The ituUcidual cnmmunicator shotdd
identifij himself accuratehj and honestly with
the democratic tradition of free expression.
This means above all that be will honestly
want freedom of expression for others as
well a.s for himself and will be willing to rely
ujion it, and that be will not Ix^'gin In impose
legal restraints when this freedom goes
beyond what he deems to be "safe." He will
be rcspovi-sible for living up to and teaching
the highest standards of vigorous controversy
ratlicr than seeking way.s to curb those who
disagree with him. He will recognize that, as
Sidney Hook has said, "The cardinal sin,
when looking for truth of fact or wisdom is
refusal to discuss, or action which blocks
discu.ssion."2 How often have we seen this
sin committed in recent years by govern
ment investigating committees, the little-pub
licized Reece committee being one of the
most striking examples. Conclu.sions of this
"investigation" of philanthropic foundations
were announced by its chairman before
hearings ever began, and all witnesses, with
the exception of one who seems to have
made his appearance by mistake, seem to
have been carefully selected to prove what
the committee had said it would find. Public
' Oregon Journal, October 17, 1954.
- "The Ethics of Controversy," THE NEW
LEADER. February 1, 1954.
discussion of the issues involved was almost
completely blocked.
The individual who identifies himself
honestly and accurately with the democratic
tradition will further realize and teach
that the end rarely, if ever, justifies the
means—no matter if the end "seems" to he
freedom itself. The end could only seem; it
could not truly he freedom. In recent years it
ha.s been a frequent and a dangerous proce
dure to justify and use the methods of Mc-
Carthyism because of a very real fear of com
munism. This one tendency alone seems to
have damaged more seriously the basis of our
democratic processes than any other, prob
ably because very sincere, hut badly misled
people have followed such reasoning.
Closely iUlied with tills error is the com
panion error of confusing the evidence of
consequences of an action or policy with
the evidence of intent—(nther deliberately or
because of ignorance. A high standard of
ethics would make it clear that the conse
quence of an action alone is not a fair test of
the intent of the doer. This is a totalitarian
concept, discernible in the frequent political
purges of all dictatorships. Such thinking is
expected in the totalitarian wa>" of thinking,
hut when it penneates key centers of govern
ment in a democracy it points to a danger
ously low level of ethical procediire and
public freedom. We have seen far too many
incidents of this kind of thinking. We still
recall the dismissal of John Patton Davies
from his State Department post as being one
of the most frightening. There a consequence
of an act. performed many years ago, which
seems to have been an honest error of judg
ment, at Ica.st by rea.sonahle standards, is
confused as evidence of intent and a man's
life is mined. How many times over the
years has this been repeated with lesser
government employees by loyalty review
hoards.
2. The individual communicator should
possess stifficient competence in the use of
language to cnmnninicate as a free man. If
an individual is capable of understanding
the concepts underlying tlie freedoms inher
ent in a democracy, he should be capable of
developing and practicing the understandings
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and skills these freedoms demand of him. He
will need to he able to see and express ac
curately the relationships between word, fact
and experience, to understand some of the
pitfalls in the structure of the English
language itself as well as in it.s uses, He
should be able to recognize the usual prop
aganda techniques, not letting himself be
swayed by such devices nor using them in
any destnictive form. As a listener and
reader especially, the individual needs skill
and understanding of language. The listener
should take steps to train himself as diligently
to listen as the speaker does to speak or tiie
reader to read. Finally, the individual should
develop a constant awareness of likely mis
interpretation and miscommutiication. Prob
ably one of our major communication
problems is that too often we are unaware of
the miscommimication which takes place
constantly among lus.
3. The individual communicator .•ihauld
he adjusted personally to the demands of
communication in a free society. This may
appear to be a naive .statement or a hopeless
one at best, but it would seem obvious that
the same commitments, placed upon us by
the .self-discipline necessary for successful
freedom, demand al.so a high standard of in-
diWdiial adjustment to the society in which
we operate. Such a statement may presup
pose an individual mental and emotional
health that we do not have. Indeed many of
the ills in our current threat to free expression
and ethical communication seem to come
from severe mental and emotional disturb
ances of individuals and perhaps are some
what charactcri.stic of .society as a whole.
Certain it is that adequate and effective frtv
expression will place upon us the responsi
bility for awareness and con.stant evaluation
of our own motives and l)eha\'ior as com
municators.
An unnamed Republican Congressman
listed what seems to be a fairly accurate and
somewhat humorous interpretation of cer
tain words and phra.ses that are nsed in
congressional hearings. This kind of double-
talk or double-thinking certainly i.s moti
vated largely by unrealized personal drives,
selfishness, need for status, position, etc.
Tlie Congressman's interpretation ran as fol
lows: "Point of order"—"it's my turn to con
tribute to the disorder here"; "Mr. Chafnnan"
—"Turn those cameras this way boy.s"; "My
friend"—"My opponent"; "My learned
friend"—"A worse stinker I never met"; "I
shall be happy to enlighten the gentleman"—
"Hold still for this one, you rat"; "Would you
plea.se repeat the (juestion?"—"How will I
ever get out of this?"; "Hearing room"—Ar
chaic expression meaning a room in which
you can hear; "Let's keep politics out of
this"—"Your ixjlitics, tliat is"; "I hope this
discussion will not be taken out of my time"
—"I'm entitled to my full 10 minutes on tele
vision"; "An unmuned person"—"1']] slip the
press a note in a minute"; "May t have your
attention"—"Ah, that's better. Two cani-
eras."'^
It may be ton much to e.xpecl that most in
dividuals will one day gain sufficient insight
into their own and otliers' mental mechanisms
to communicate in a mature manner and with
high ethical intent, Imt much could be ac-
compli.shed if many more of us, especially
those in places of responsibility, were to
become much more aware of the ways in
which maladjustment and jiersonal mo
tivations distort eomnuinication and make
mockery of ethical relationships between
individuals and groups. Especially should
we possess this insight in order to be able
more often to present by liallot and other
legal means, persons with distorted personal
motivations from gaining positions in which
important decisions .should he made only on
the basic of logic and reason.
4. The iiidioidual communicator should
possess sufficient personal inteffrity, concern,
ami respect for other individuals and society
to operate in the democratic tradition. Bern
ard points out that "For a nation to be
strong, there must be standards of moral in
tegrity among its people. There can be no
strength in a country where men can never
tnist each other, where the convenient lie,
certified as truth, is an accepted tool of the
public official, where men accept dishonesty
with only envy or complacency, and where
Oreuon Journal, JiJiii* 12. 19,54.
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men feel no responsibility for tl^eir fellow
men."^
If :m individual possesses the integrity and
concern for others that is desired, he will
observe in his communication the several
ground-niles suggested by Sidney Hook":
(a) He will accept the responsibility to in
form himself of available facts before enter
ing a controvcrsey. (b) He will direct his
criticism at policies, not at persons, (c) He
will not treat an opponent of policy as a per
sonal enemy or an enemy of democracy and
society, (d) He will not hesitate to admit
lack of knowledge or su.spend judgment if the
evidence is not decisive either way. (e)
He will not consider himself immune to
critici.s-m.
The Quaker way of luuulling controvcrsey
has much to commend it. The final decisioti
is not important when weighed against the
understanding and self respect on tlie part of
the individuals involved. The usual haste: to
reach a decision, to pass a motion, to make a
law, to bring a proposed solution to a vote is
avoided because it is cousidcred of para
mount importance that every individual in
volved understands the facts l)caring on the
problem and the thinking of the other indi
viduals involved. A final decision will be^
postponed indt;finitely Tinti] this is achieved.
Generally, after it is achieved, there is a una
nimity of opinion in the decision and conse
quently unanimity of supi>ort for it. Self-
discipline is much in evidence and ethical
standards of communication are high.
5. The hidiviilual communicator should
noi fear the freedom ihiit democracy lives on.
Bernard further states: "Fear ... is the rea
son people would surrender liberty. . . . There
are those who arc afraid of labor unions,
Jews, Negroes, politicians, the monicd in-
terest.s. Catholics, or otlier groups in the
country. They hope that hy restricting free
dom, these may be 'put in their place'. . . .
Most of our fears are created by imagined
bogeymen . . . the imagination can terrorize
us far worse than reality. ... If we succumb
to an irrational, frenzied fear, fear itself may
« Oregon Jnuriuii, October 17, 1954.
" "The Ethics of Coiitroversv," THE NEW
LE.ADER. Febniarv 1, 19.54.
become our greatest danger. . . . When fear
infects many, wisdom in the councils of tlie
nation is impossible.""
(The furor over the national collegiate
debate question several years ago suggests
that many among us may have given way to
"irrational, frenzied fear." It would seem
that only .such fear could have resulted in
college students being forbidden to debate a
question tliat today is being debated in all
mass media, on the street corners and in the
"councils of the nation." It would appear that
only blind, unreasoning fear could so distort
the reasoning of the many tliat gave way to
tile pressure for "banning" discussion of rec
ognition of communist China by the United
Nations. We are only too miieh reminded of
the common Nazi edict "VERBOTEN!"
which blacked out so much of freedom in
Hitler's Germany. Be it ever to tlio credit of
the vast majority of the teachers of speech
and their professional organizations that they
were not stampeded by this blind irrational
fear, as so mam' have been in recent years.)
While there are teachers and others of cour
age wbf) are willing to trust other individuals
and the freedom of democracy, perhaps free
dom has a chance to survive. But it has been
tbreateiiecl seriously in recent years and the
threat is still in existence. One wonders if
some failure on the part of those of ns who
teach communication may be responsible in
some part for the very real tlireat to freedom
that we see today. It may be well to a.sk if
failure to give enongb attention to tlie ethical
standards of communication, while we have
taught the .skills, may have contributed to
the danger of losing freedom of commun
ication.
It may also be well to ask ourselves at tbi.s
stage if such standiu-ds of ethical commu
nication as outlined above are witliin the
realm of po.ssibility in our teaching and our
other activities as citizens in a democracy.
Can we .significantly influence the future so
that threats to freedom will have less chance
to .succeed? If not, perhaps the freedom that
we boast of is already lost. If we have the
coimige and the faitli finally to come to grips
(Continued on page 30)
" Oregou Journal. Octnber 17. 1954.
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What Are the Characteristics of Unethical
Language, and What Is the Climate
Which Nurtures It?
Ru.SSEL FoWUiU
Stephcui' Collcfic
It is <lifficii!t if not impo.ssihlf to dc-finf
tlie charactori-stics of a value term as uuethi-
eal langnajie without considering some stand
ards against wliich to weigli it. I must, then,
describe briefly the characteristics of un
ethical liiDguage in terms of some standards
as I see them.
It did not occur to mc that anyone whose
life work was bound up with language usage
would have the slightest difficulty recogniz
ing or defining unethical language. The more
.seriously I went into the ta.sk, however, the
more aware I hecame that it was much more
difficult than was at first apparent.
I started svith the assumption tliat a lie is
always unethical It was necessary to modify
this assumption, howtwer, on two grounds.
In the fir.st place, one of tlie principles of
general semantics is that seldom if ever is it
valid to .say (mything is "all" or "always." In
the second place, T could think of a few
e.xamples in which to me a lie seemed ethical.
Even the criteria listed by the Institute for
Propaganda Analysis, name calling, glittering
generality, transfer, testimonial, plain folks,
eard stacking, band wagon, could in a very
few hut clear cases be said to be etbieal when
brought from the abstract to the concrete
level. In spite of my persoual discomfort, I
was forced to conclude that it is impossible to
define unethical language as rmethical only
in terms of its context and that the most im
portant aspects of that context were the user
of the language and the effect of its use, It
probably sounds quite fuzzy and weak to
define unethical language as the language
used by the "had guys" and ethical
language as the language used by the
"good guys" but this is exactly what
is propo.sed. Why things are done and
the results of what is done are more important
than wliat is done. Unethical language is
langriHge which is used with the jnirpose of
mi.sleading, harming, or arou-sing the desires
or fears of the reader or listener for selfish,
maliciotis or evil reasons, and each example
must he examined and weighed separately,
and in tlie light of these .standarcLs, The
means are unethical or ethical depending on
whether tlie end is unethical or ethical. Lan
guage used to obtain unethical ends becomes
nnethieal language. A great deal of nonsen.se
is .spoken and written about ends never
justifying means. To take an extreme ex
ample. I believe everyone of us would and
should lie like troopers if lying was necessary
to protect ourselves, our loved ones, or our
country. On the other band, quite "true"
language can be unethical if used for un
ethical purpo-scs. As an example of tliis let
me cite pixrt of a column by the inimitable
.Samuel Crafton, pnbli.shed in the St. Louis
Post-Di.spateh during the Roo.sevelt era.
Tlie Rooscvelt-hatcrs have developed a kind
of slang of their own. Possibly it comes
from talking to tlumselves for so many years.
A couple of fellows spend eight or nine years
weeping into each other's beer. It isn't
.strange that they come out of it talking a
special language, giggling at private joke.s.
The hi-partisan block docs not discuss
(issues) . . . . it discusses its own key words,
one of which is "bureaucracy." If it can prove
tliat a piojcct would require two office hoys,
a girl and a wheelbarrow, that is bureaucracy,
and the hell with it.
Another key word is "professor." (Mr.
Taher) said of the United States Soil Conser
vation Se-rvice: "How many professors and
authors have they got to write all these fancy
articles?"
That private language again; the Roosevelt-
haters can always make each other laugh and
roll in the aisles by saying "professor," it is
like one of those secret jokes which break out
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among girls in the eighth grade, mystifying
the teacher.
Notice tliat the words which were turned
into snarl and smear words were "true." The
government did have bureaus, professors did
write government articles, some social re
forms were attempted, and so on. This lan
guage was unethical because of its purpose.
Choice of language depending on purpose
and point of view was amusingly illustrated
by London's Netc Statesman and Nation.
Bertrand Russell started the game iiy conju
gating an "irregular verb" as "1 am firm; you
are obstinate; be is a pig-headed fool."
Readers immediately contributed:
"I am sparkling; you are unusually talkative;
he i.s drunk.
"I am righteously indignant; you are an
noyed; he is making a fuss about nothing.
"I am trying to see their point of view; you
are muddle-headed; he is a crypto-commu-
nist.
"I am a creative writer; you have a journalist
flair; lie is a prosperous hack.
"I am beautiful; you have quite good fea
tures; she isn't bad-looking if you like the
type.
"I have about me something of the subtle,
haunting, mysterious fragrance of the Orient;
you rather overdo it, dear; she stinks."
This unethical use of language because of
purpose occurs quite constantly and at many
levels. Tlie New Yorker consistently docs a
fine job of spot-lighting it.
"Listen," we said coldly, "What's thi.s 'mixed-
up' routine all you boys and girls are using
these days? What do you mean 'niixcd-up?' "
She tried to get gay with us, but in the end
we jiumed her down. In the case of the man
.she was talking about, she just meant that
they didn't see eye to eye on some social
problem tliat was agitating the thinkers of
the West . . . only a contlition of temporary
confusion was actually .stated, but there were
wider and darker implications. The speaker
really wished to suggest the end product of a
general psychic deterioration, beginning with
an unhappy childhood, ruuning through var
ious sexual frustrations and compensatory
alcoholism, and winding up with the victim
on the threshold of the madliouse. It is a
technique adopted by writers largely for the
purpose of allaying their own personal mis
givings.
"All this," said the Russkn Diplomat, "goes
to .show that the truth is not on the side of
the American plan." Perhaps he should
simply have said, "All this goes to show that /
am not on the side of the American plan."
One discovers, in many political thinkers, a
tendency to mistake their own opinions for
truth. In fact, after a man has thought long
and hard about sometliing. the truth and his
own opinion are apt to become indistinguish
able.
What is the climate which nourishes un
ethical hmguage? There have alway.s been
people who have unethical purposes. They
are present in all times, rogues and regions of
men. So the climate which nurtures unethical
language must be a climate in which im-
etliical use of language "works," when it is
succe.ssful in attaining tho.se purposes, when
it has pragmatic sanction.
Such times seem to occur when there is a
climate of tension, anger, distnist, and fear.
And, of course, those who have imethical
purposes frequently create angers and fears
so that their language will be successful.
This item appeared m a small town news
paper in the South:
Instead of having separate waiting rooms,
separate toilets, separate drinking fountains,
patrons of the local bus station use the con
veniences between the white and black folks.
Monday every .seat e.xcept four were occupied
by negroes while several white women had to
stand up. Some of these days hell will break
loose over there and some blood will be shed.
Masquerading as a report, this is actually a
blatant incitement to riot by arousing fear
and anger.
People are particularly angry and fearful
of the unknown. When they have access to
only one aspect of an issue, their ignorance
produces anger at or fear of those who dis
agree because they see other aspects. The
dark areas on the other side of the question
di,smay tliose who have only one side lighted.
Ad important part of a climate which
nurtures unethical language is ignorance,
whetlier due to cultural lag or to deliberate
policy of governments, organizations or in
dividuals.
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Irresponsible Use of Language as a Threat
to Democratic Discussion
Milton Valentine
Department of Speech and Drama, Vnicernily nf Colorado
In our profession we have long identified
ourselves with the belief that the survival of
democracy depends upon free and efficient
exchange of accurate information. We guard
by precept and, I hope, that the best test of
truth is its ability to gain acceptance on the
open market, and that democracy can stand
on no foundation other than tnith.
In a democracy (and by democracy I mean
that economic, political and cultural system
which approaches optimum development of
the individual as an ideal), each right has a
value stricdy contingent upon a duty asso
ciated with that right—a value contingent
upon the cxerci.se of the right and aeceptance
of the duty. The right of free discussion
superimposes the duty of responsible com-
mimication and, therefore, of the responsible
u.se of language.
Language becomes irresponsible when it
violates either or both of two criteria: the
criterion of verifiability and the criterion of
ethical behas'ior. The criterion of verifiabil
ity is Iwrrowed from the philosophers, most
notably A. J. Ayer; it holds that any state
ment should be either analytically or empir
ically verifiable: the "map" must relate ac
curately to the "territory" or, at least, to
another "map."* The individual who uses
language as a cloak for inaccuracy, ignorance
or untruth is using language in mi irre.spon-
sible way. Tlie criterion of ethical behavior
holds that in a democracy any method or
technique which is in conflict with the opti
mum development of the individual is un
justified. That is to say, the ultimate ends of
persuasion pre-e.vi.st in the means u.sed to
persuade. If the speaker or writer docs noth
ing but coerce his audience into belief, he
prepares that audience for nothing but co
ercion and domination, even though he may
•ContemporHiy p.sycholo^ists would probably rrfcr
to 'construct' and 'predictive' validity.
gain his immediate and, .supposedly, demo
cratic objectives.
The inherent danger in the irresponsible
use of language is that it destroys the "open
market" and .strangles "free trade in ideas."
Essentially, the irresponsible use of language
threatens democratic discussion because it
results in the automationization of the iiidi-
vadual by denying him information, by ham
pering his thought processes, by emotionally
.subverting his judgment and by psycholog
ically coercing him into uniformity.
Not one of these ideas is new, but, from
time to time, old ideas must be presented in
modem dress with contemporary fittings, not
only because new knowledge has been oli-
tained but because new insights may result.
This paper, then, c-oncenis itself with a brief
consideration of some more or less clear-cut,
more or le.ss contemporary examples of the
irresponsible u.se of language, and with some
of the ways in which such linguistic irrespon
sibility tlireatens our most important means
of free and efficient exchange of information,
discussion.
Let us consider four points: first, both the
receiver (listener, reader) and the sender
(speaker, writer) may be guilty of the irre
sponsible use of language—thereby hamper
ing the exchange of information; second,
the irresponsible use nf language threatens
democratic discussion because it serves a.s a
cloak for ignorance or untruth, and begs for
belief without knowledge; third, the irre
sponsible use of language emotionally sub
verts the judgment of the group; and, fourth,
the irresponsible use of language psycholog
ically coerces the individual into belief or
action.
First, in our immediate concem with the
.speaker and writer we may forget that the
listener and reader may also be gnilty of the
irresponsible use of language. Considering
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the time spent by the average intliviclual as a
receiver and as a sender, the role of the re
ceiver and his responsible use of language
appears to be at least doubly important.
The receiver, especially the untrained re
ceiver, who skims, half-listens, responds to
a single word as if it were a whole idea, who
reacts in terms of his own needs, guilts,
desires, fears, intentions and so on, is short-
circuiting the democratic process, providing
a "fccdhack" rather than information for him
self. I cim still romemlier the thrill when, as a
college student during the last days of prohi
bition, I saw a truek pass bearing the sign
"McCally's Bootlegging Works," and the
disappointment when, on closer inspection,
the sign became "McCally's Bottling Works."
And the still greater disappointment when,
a few months later, anxious to borrow the
monkey promised by the sign "Monkey to
Loan" I entered a pawnshop to find that only
"money" was available. Obviously, I was
short-circuiting the communication proce.ss
as a receiver. There are more serious ex
amples of this tendency. Consider the "Na
tional Socialist German Worker's Party" and
the appeal of the title. Dr. Levy, in his report
of some of tlie work of the de-Nazification
Commission, says:
Use of the word "National" was a direct ajv
peal to the nationalistic, military-minded, ag
gressive c.xpaiisionists . . . this gave the party
a hold upon the upper classes u'ho had the
greatest interest in reviving a powerful Ger
many with a larger sphere for economic ac
tivity. . . . The second word, "Socialist" was
a bid to the liberal groups with a promise
(implied) of a moilerate, socially minded
program. With tlie "Worker's Party" the
Nazis captured the laboring groups ... (he
continues) Unaccustomed as the Germans
were to criticize or evaluate any authority,
it is no wonder that they did not adetiuately
or correctly analyze . . .
The Romans had a phrase "caveat emp-
tor"—let the buyer beware—which might be
considered as a riih" for receivers. Not numy
years ago "Ten Million Americans for Jus
tice" began to circulate petitions to be signed
by persons supporting Senator McCarthy in
his difficulties with the Senate. A number of
my most liberal friends and acquaintances
signed and argued for the petition in the
erroneous belief that the Senate intended to
"censor" McCarthy rather than "censure"
him. In a democracy does not the receiver
have a responsibility to read or listen well
and critically? It has been suggested that we
look for examples of the irresponsible use of
language in the behavior of irresponsible
people: docs not the irresponsibility of the
audience encourage irresponsiljle use of
language by the sender? Consider the sender,
receiver and the communicatif>n process as
illustrated by tJie acceptance of such phrases
as "big-busine.ss," "labor," "men who know
tobacco best," etc., or the NRP favorite,
"evil international Jewry,"—the pattcni is
familiia. Caveat ernptor.
Second, irresponsible language hecome^s a
cloak for ignorance, a cover for inaccuracy or
iinlnith. Consider the following statement,
a Senator speaking to the press, "There must
be two hundred American hoys held prisoner
and being criminally assaulted by the Reds."
Or, as an e.vample of language used to cover
ignorance, the student-kept list of words at
a certain university which, when used in
themes in the school of education, are guar
anteed t(j produce at least a B-minus grade.
More .seriously, consider tlie information, and
lack thereof, provided in Mr. Lilienthal's
TVA piimphlct.
What of tlie soil of our land? Will it always
he stars ed? What of the metal that could he
made into minerals? What of the houses
that could he made from these forests? What
of the river itself?
\\'hat of such phrases as these: "Resp{)nsible
source.s say—," "Business men know that—"?
Or, for an over-rich example, select tlie un
edited news releases of TA.SS or any other
Ru-ssian news agency. Or consider this
"report" from a leading news-magazine:
He promised once again to remove the "un
ion-busting provision" of the Taft-Hartley
Act and to eliminate the "completely un-
AmericiUi" provisions of the act. He could
have redeemed his promise earlier, he said,
had it not been for Democratic obstruction
in Congress."
As a result t)f tliis report we may know
what the editor of the magazine thinks, but
we know relatively little about what the
speaker actually said. One may be reminded
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of Lewis Carroll's Bellman and crew who
were satisfied (both as senders and recievers
with words only:
He had bought a large map representing the
sea,
Without the least vestige of land;
And the crew were much pleased when they
fomid it to be
A map they could all understand.
The threat to democratic discussion repre
sented by such linguistic irresponsibility is
clear enough: if wc behave in accordance
with judgments based on lack of information
or inaccurate information we have no basis
for real, workable decisions.
Tliird, the irre-sponsihle use of language
emotionally subverts the judgments of the
group. The appeal of the National Socialist
German Worker's Party (or some contem
porary groups) miglit also be adduced as
evidence here. The professionals in advertis
ing know the efficacy of tlie appeal at the
emotional "words are things" level. Con.sidcr
tlie following from a well-known New York
Journal American columi.st:
The vei-y fact that Averell Harriman can
he seriously considered as a candidate for
Governor of New York i.s a grim sign of our
political, moral and spiritual decline ... he is
the son of old Edward H. Harriman. a rail
road promoter out of Wall Street, who is
only a minor name in recent history, . . .
A\'erell grew up in the region of the Roose
velt barony at Hyde Park and was a familiar
of the snpereilious "aristoeraey" who lived
in castles on wide grounds, all tended by
cheap loeal labor and trained house-help
from Europe. . . . Harriman's really ominous
phase was his liitch as a Lend-Lease "admin
istrator" in Moscow. Can any American city
or state seriously think of electing Harriman
on his record?'
Without dissecting this (luotation or indi
cating the numerous examples of fiimiliar
semantic sins, this paragraph is rather ob
viously intended to titillate the emotion.s of
the receivers without any special concern for
conveying accurate information. This is not
to imply that emotion should be taken out
' To keep the record straiulit let me point out that
Mr. Poglnr cotisiclered Harriiniin's opponent, Mr.
Ives, lo be Harriman's "political equivalent in all
essential things."
of communication, but rather that emotion
without reference to meaning, that slanting
without reference to facts, that name-calling
without basis, these liiiugs tue dangerous to
democratic discussion since they emotionally
subvert the judgment of the group.
Fourth, the irresponsible use of language
psychologically coerces the individual into
belief or action, Gonsider the end of the
eight-o'clock news commentary: the same
speaker, in the same subtly authoritative
voice with which he has just outlined the
current crises now impres,ses his audience
with the merits and appeal of a "real lie-
man's .soap." Hitler spoke of using language
to "break the will of :m audience." In the
appeal of the authoritarian, of whatever age,
there arc examples of this psycho-lingiii.stic
coercion: the appeal of tlie "is of identity" to
the upset, emotionally driven individual:
"Wall Street w bad"; "Our university parlor
pinks art' dangerous"; the appeal of the "suf
fering hero" stereotype—"They're shooting
at me down in Washington—I've got to say
something"; "the downtrodden classes"; the
apiieal of the broad generalization or "the
man on the white horse" or the need to be a
king by looking down on someone—the
images "used by Madison Avenue" (itself an
image) to the psychological need-s and
presses of the receiving individuals. Appeals
are dictated, in part, by the needs and presses
of the .sender. Erik Eriek.son in his article
"Hitler's Imagery and German Youth" pointed
out:
Hitler replaced the complicated conflict of
adolescence, as it pursued every German,
with the simple pattern of hypnotic action
iuid freedom from thought.
A brief consideration of the communists
would, 1 believe, .show the same desperate
idealism combined with disciplined con
formity to pattern indicated in part at least,
by the verbage, the imagery, the phrases
which appeal to tlx* needs and presses of the
audience. The use of language to tliis end is,
I believe, irresponsible in a democracy since
it violates both the criterion of ethical be
havior and the eriterion of verifiabibty.
Irresponsible use of language, then,
thrcaten.s democratic discussion by .serving as
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a cloak for ignorance, by emotionally sub
verting the jiidgmcnt of the group, and by
coercing the individual into belief and uni
formity. For these reason.s linguistic irrespon
sibility also threatens the individual and
limits his optimal development and his vital
contrihntion. Irresponsible language denies
l)Oth reality and the democratic ethic.
Yale biologist Simpson postulates that
when the number of varieties or modes of ad-
iiistment within a species begins to diminisb.
that species is beginning to die. If an analogy
is po.ssible. democracy depends for its surviv
al upon the cultivation of individuals, dif
ferent modes of adjiistinent. The irresponsible
use of language tends to limit and make un
real our modes of adjustment.
We. who are teachers of .speech, have
known since Qiiintilian that we are concerned
with "good men speaking well." I wonder if
«e have accepted this responsibility? If we
share the onus for the present irresponsibility
in communication? If we have fully exercised
ourselves in teaching as much and as matiy
as possible? If we have adequately related
ourselves to other coordinate fields? If we,
with our peculiarly personal and vital dis
cipline, have really concerned ourselves not
only with excellence in communication hut
with the excellence of tho.se who communi
cate?
A PROGJIA-M FOR IMPROVING . . .
(Continued from page 20)
and reiterate therein the principles of ctliical
language usage he develops in his classes.
This calls for as much concern with the
proper selection, evaluation, and presentation
of evidence in an oratorical contc.st or an
intercollegiate debate as in a classroom
speech. It also requires the teacher to think
of activities such as debate in terms of their
contribution to educationally sound ob
jectives: the debate coach mu.st resist the
temptation to train a "first affirmative de
bater," and remember that he is really train
ing an intelligent, moral, and articulate
citizen. The test of the debate pudding may
not come in today's decision, but in the
etliical communication behavior of today's
debater on the floor of Congress twenty years
from now.
11. Tlie teacher can seize every op
portunity to play a positive role in the
development of ethical language usage out
side of tlie classroom and off the campus.
Through the agencies of the press, radio,
television, and organizations to which he be-
long.s, he can bring his expertness to bear in
liclping formulate standards and codes of
ethical communication. He can do this by
working with individuals and institutions in
specific communication projects, as varied
as training speakers for the Red Cross,
teaching courses for business organizations
in conference procedure, or assisting in the
planning of community forum projects. He
can also do it hy publicly calling attention to
thougbtfiil discussions of ethical problems in
communication, such as those frequently
found in Saiurdtiy Revietc editorials, or in
the same journal's radio and television
columns by Gilbert Seldes. He can applaud
publicly those examples of ethical reporting
in tlie broadcasts of such commentators as
Edward P. Morgan, or in such publications
as the So»;/iern Ef/»c«fion Netcs.
12. Finally, the teacher of communication
can, in his own speaking and writing,
practice what he preaches, remembering that
when he speaks he is not only a citizen, but a
preceptor.
There is no special virtue in a dozen, or a
hundred, maxims for the teacher of com
munication, unless he first dedicates himself
to the proposition that he is to develop the
"good 77uin speaking well." Standing firmly
on that propo.sition he can play a significant
role in the improvement of ethical language
usage in his free .society.
STANDARDS OF ETHICAL . . .
(Continued from page 24)
directly aud unashamedly with the ethical
responsibility in our teaching and practicing
of communication, we .should confidently ex
pect to influence the future "councils of tlie
nation."
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The Chronic Refuter
Carl E. Larson®
Perhaps the most widely cited example
of astuteness and insight is that of a grade
sehnol cluld who wrote the following term
paper on "A Famous Person": "Socrates was
a Greek. He stsked (iiiestions. They poisoned
him."
Although intelligent intjiiiry seems uii-
desei-v'ing of such rash action, there is an
ignoble beast ravaging freely among un
suspecting .students and teachers, one which
might iustifiably be put to rest by .some such
drasiic means of self-protection. Tliis indi
vidual is one who engages not in asking
questions, but in supplying answers. Specif
ically, 1 am speaking of the ovcr-zealons de
bater who is so infatuated with hi.s newly
di.scovered skill of refutation that he practices
it at every opportunity. We greet hiin with a
ca.sual "Nice day today" to which he im
mediately replies, "You're wrong, and if I
had my (piote cards I'd prove it." We have
probably encountered individuals who, if
they do not approach the extreme cited above,
are at least sufficiently pugilistic in casual
conversation to be coasidered "repulsive."
Such individuals have as their primary con
cern while conversing not to understand,
hut to rebut. The eager ones will internipt,
unable to endure such apparent ignorance in
a fellow being. Some are more matcnuil in
that they will listen with a patronizing ex
pression until the other party has completed
his feeble attempt at oral thought; then
comes the inevitable, "yes, BUT." Regardless
of the syndrome, each is deserving of the
label "Chronic refuter."
This defect, if it may he termed a defect,
is not unique to debaters. In debaters, how
ever, it may be the most difficult to tolerate,
because the debater's fellow students and his
instnictors may find it convenient to relate
his tendency to refute to the fact that he is a
debater. Thus, "debater" and "chronic re
futer" may he synonomous to some of his
associates. Nor do I intend to .state arbitrarily
"Dept. of Speech and Drama. University of Kansas.
that to tlisagrec is dangerous or repugnant.
Repeated, irresixmsible, and unjustifiable
refutation, for the sake of displaying clever-
nc.ss or for some other cathartic purpose, is
repugnant. 1 do not oven attach itny moral or
ethical considerations to habitual denyers. I
am reluctant to adopt a self-rigbtcous air
and make dubious allusions to some final
judgment by "that great debate coach in the
sky." But after seven years of competitive
debating, having come into contact with
many chronic refuters, and having at times
been labeled one myself; and while these
conditions are still recent parts of my e.x-
IJcricnce, I say that such action simply
doesn't make sense. It accomplishes nothing.
It more often alienates than impre.sses. It is
especially dangerous for debaters to engage
in habitual refutation becau.se their action
may be .so conveniently related to debate
activities.
Thi.s leads us to an examination of an as
pect of debate training which is a source of
concern to me. That aspect is the tendency
of debaters and debate coaches to place pri-
maiy importance on denial. This tendency is
manifested in m.my ways. Arguments are
chosen, not to arrive at the center of an
issue, but to block possible refutation. Cases
are developed, not on the basis of an honest
appraisal of the proposition, but are so con
structed as to allow the opponents the least
possible opportunity to attack them. Trick
cases and restricted analyses abound in de-
hate tournaments. Good critical analy.se.s arc
often discarded when it is found that there
are effective arguments which may be raised
against them. The criteria I have mo.st often
heard applied to an analysis of a proposition
is "Can it win?" Admittedly, debate nntst
concern itself with strong and logically de-
fendable positions, but nowhere other than in
competitive debate would you hear anyone
argue that the United States should adopt a
program of compulsory health insurance
primarily becau.se cancer may strike anyone.
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Or that we should place unions under anti-
tnist legislation bcciaiise some people are
religiously opposed to joining a union.
Debaters sometimes seem to feel tliat they
must constnict an impenetrable dike around
their case, to keep the pressing waters of op
position out. If a sm:ill h{)le appears, you
<iuickly .stick in your tlnimb, or you pack up
and move. With some debate teams, there is
a constant pilgrimage away from the prop
osition, until, when they have finally found
completely safe ground they discover that
there is no one with which to carry on an
intelligent conversation.
Denial reigns al.so in the debater's analj'sis
of his opponent's case. Admit anything and
your cause is lost seems to be the watchword
t)f the denying debater, or if you can't deny
it. ignore it and maybe it will be lost in the
confusion. That tliere may be merit in an op
ponent's argument is inconceivable to the
chronic refuter. To him, the affirmative and
the negative are at two distant ends of a
continuum, and the nearer the middle, the
weaker an argument becomes.
Granted that advocacy is the ba.sis of de
bate, ami that a debater must practice ref
utation as skillfully and as sincerely as pos
sible in order to be successful, but a funda
mental recognition of the merits of both
sides of a proposition should not destroy his
chance for .succes.s. Debate purports to teach
recognition of a proposition, any proposition,
a.s liaving two sides. It puriinrts to develop
open-mindedness in its students. When a de-
hater presents his case and denies the exist
ence of any trutli in the opposite side, he is
not only falling to employ the best techniques
of argumentation, he is subverting one of the
principles or goals of debate training.
Grunted, also, that debate is not concerned
primarily with whether or not a student
actually feels that his side is "right" or
"wrong." His job is to present the best argu-
ment.s in support of his position. But debate
training does develop in a .student certain
habits or pre-dispositions. It teaches him
means by wliich he may someday hfjpe to
extract favorable decisions from others. Con
sequently, if debate places primary im
portance on denial, the practicality of this
premise as employed in a real-life situation
may be destructive to the goals of <Iebatc
training. The ii.se of denial and refutation to
annihilate tlie opposition may be self-grati
fying, but in day to day communicative
situations, very imiiractical.
An outward symptom of chronic refuta
tion may be found in a diagnosis of negative
cases. I have found a predominance of
negative cases wlhcb rely heavily on straight
refutation. The relative merits of a position
and the important principles underlying the
proposition are lost in the scurry for (piote
cards and the 'tis—'taint of the debaters.
Rarely does it occur to the negative debaters
that they are in e.ssencc supposed to be cle-
/cnding existing institutions, that the relative
merits of tliose institutions are being exam
ined by the affirmative, and that an ap
praisal of tliose institutions in light of what
the affirmative is offering could be a strong
negative position. Refutation is essential to
an effective negative position, but a negative
case based solely on refutation, or denial, is
e.ssentially weak.
Rather than assailing the clironic refuter
as being morally "wrong," 1 would like to
present to him a rationale for a change in
debate tactics. It wr)uld not be difficult to
provide amide cvidcnci- that comprelicnsive
denial is not the only means of defeating an
opposing team. Indeed, straight refutation
is strategically and psychologically a weak
debate approach.
I once heard a debate coach make a com
ment during a touniament which may he
representatise of debate judges. He stated
that he had encountered so many denial-
oriented negative approache.s that he be
lieved he could give a decision to any nega
tive team that admitted an>'thing. The signif
icance of this statement has little to do with
the accepted criteria for evaluating debates.
It is rather a persuasive factor. That is, the
pair, or single debater who relies entirely on
refutation is psychologically at a disadv:m-
tagc in the mind of the judge. This stems
fmm the premLse: it is better to re.solve a dif
ference by incjuiry than by advocacy. It is
better to be open-minded. Tht? debate team
that denies all appears to be one who had pre-
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determined an answer and is only interested
in forcing tluit answer upon the listeners. The
old saying, "My mind is made up, don't con
fuse me with facts" seems to be the approach
to which the chronic refnter is committed. A
more effective strategy is to refute when it
.seems advisable, to atlmit when it w not
(lestructive to tjotir i)osition, and to compare
the merits of opposing arguments, demon
strating that your position is more realistic
iind more desirable tlian that of your op
position. Tliis strategy has the advantage of
appearing to be primarily concerned \\'ith an
investigation of the x^rohlem before conclud
ing that your position is the better one. Hopc-
fiilly, tlie esperience of appctiring to be
open-minded might lead the debater to the
realization that there are merits in being
open-minded.
An effeeti\ e debate tactic is to find several
statements, no matter how minute, wherein
you can agree witli tlie opposition. If you
can agree on .several points, you have ac
complished the following psychological ad
vantages; (I) You have established your
self as the individual or team who is attempt
ing to re.solve the problt>m. (2) You have
established a probability that your oppo
nents are unwilling to be "reasonable." (3)
You have lent credence and bclievability to
the occasions when you "find yourself com
pelled to disagree."
The chronic refnter often fails to under
stand the basic tenents of debate. It appears
at times as though he were denying the
existence of any merit in the opposing case.
VVlien he is affirming the proposition, he ap
pears to helie%e that no sane, intelligent per
son could possibly exist for an instant longer
under the oppressive and indecent "status
tpio." When negating he appears to be redi-
culing the debate coaches throughout the
nation who, in a moment of insanity, chose
such a ridiculous proposition for intelligent
students to discuss. Rarely is truth so one
sided. Prime recjiiisites for any educational
debate proposition is that it have relatively
ecpial merit and availainlity of evidence on
Iwth sides. The basic- premise of the chronic
refuter is often wrong. He assumes that his
first line of dutv is to attack whatever is said
by liis opposition. He forgets that he is first
an advocate, then an attacker. He should at
tempt above all to present liis arguments on
the desiralnlity or practicality of a proposed
course of action. The debate rests upon the
relative merit of arguments in support of two
opposed po.sitions. Thus, when a negative
team relies completely on denial it has ig
nored an area rich with possibilities for its
position, a comparison of the relative merits
of existing institutions in light of what will
result from a proposed change.
The chronic refuter \vhom we have en
countered in social situations is not far re
moved from tlic habitual denier in debate.
Debate, after all, is avowedly devoted to
preparing students for effective communica
tion in the "real world." Debate has no real
piupwse if it is divorced from these con.sidera-
tions. It should he impressed upon debaters
tliat the liigldy fomial, destructive attacks in
competitive debate must be .somewhat al
tered to be effective in most real-life situa
tions, and that the annihilating attack which
may have been successful in debate may in
social communication accomplish no more
than the debater's being labelled a bigot,
narrowminded. and a "debater."
The Gavel
is always
Interested in
good articles.
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An Analysis of Participant Attitudes and
Relationships in the University of Kansas
Group-Action Tournament
By Kim Giffin and Joseph Rpiea*
I
There is apparently no doubt among pro
fessional speech educators that group dis
cussion as an academic study is important.
The spirited attendance and participation
in meetings of the Speech Association of
America Interest Group on Discussion and
Group Methods indicates that this sense of
importance is increasing.
It may be argued tliat extracurricular
forensics is an appropriate way in which to
offer .student-training in group di.scu.ssion.
In keeping with this philosophy, a large
number of interscholastic di.scussion conte.sts
have been organized during the la.st two
decades. In recent years, however, vigorous
criticism has been leveled at these contests.
In 1957, after years of experience as director
of typical intercollegiate discu-ssion contests,
Grace Walsh concluded that "the general
level of coiniretilivc intercollegiate discus
sion will perceptibly improve, or the activity
will lo.se its place in the present tournament
picture."' Shcpard and Seal presented fur
ther specific criticism in a later iirticle.- In
a reply to these criticisms Cathcart admitted
the problem of adequately judging such
contests.®
In 1959, Brockreide and Giffin presented
an indictment of discussion contests on four
counts: (1) genuine groups are not estab
lished; (2) competitive individual ratings
*Kitn Giffin (Ph.D., Iowa. 19.50) is Head of the
Speech Communication Division in the Depart
ment of Speech and Drama at the University of
Kansas.
Joseph Bhea (M.A., Michigan State, 1958) is
Director of New Project Research for the Ameri
can Academy of General Practice.
1 Walsh, Grace, "Tournaments: for Better or
Worse?" The Speech Teacher, Vol. VI (1957),
p. 07.
Shepard. Davnd W.. and Forrest L. Seal, "The
Discussion Conte.sts,' Ibid., ot. 321—24.
•'Cathcart, Robert S., "The Case for Group Dis-
cussioit Contests." Ibid., pp. 317-18.
distort relationships among participants; (3)
participants are not motivated to prepare
(Infonn themselves) adequately; and (4)
insufficient time is provided ordinarily for
this forensic event.^
In an attempt to discover discussion train
ing methods which arc compatible with
extracurricular forensic practices and which,
at the same time, overcome the four objec
tions listed above, tlie University of Kansas
started experimenting in 1938 witli a Group-
Action Tournament."' In a study designed to
oijtain preliminary evaluation of action ap
proach, Giffin and Lasbhrook reported fa
vorable findings.''
In October, 19.59, the University of Kan
sas organized a second intercollegiate groujv
action tournament. Six schools attended,
bringing 30 participants. As a further check
on the evaluative data collected during the
first experimental tournament (October.
1958) the present study was conducted.
II
The problem selected for intensive inves
tigation was thi.s: to what extent are gen
uine groups established in the group-aetion
tournament? This question is related to the
first two of the four criticisms of discussion
contests previously outluied, i.e., that gemi-
ine groups arc not e.stabli.shed, and that the
element of competition between individuals
distorts rektion.ships among the participants.
A desirable attitude in group discussion
' Brockraido. Wayne E., and Kim Giffin, "Discus
sion Confp.sts Vs. Group-Action Touniament,"
Quarterly Jourual of Speech, Vol. XLV (1959).
pp. 59—65.
" See Giffin. Kim. and Brad Lashbrook, "The Uni-
versitv of Kansas Group-Action Tournament," The
Gncel. Vol. 41 (1959). pp. 41^2, 48.
"Lashbrook, Brad, and Kim Giffin, ".A Preliminary
Evaluation of the University' of Kansas Group-Ac
tion Tournament," The Speaker, Vol. 42 (I960),
pp. 8-11.
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should not be interpreted as an attitude
which "suffers fools gladly." Such a "yen
for consensus"' is not our interpretation of
cooperation. The essence of cooperative at
titude in discus.sion is the willingness to con
sider (evaluate) any iKrtinent contril)ution.
This concept was the hasLs for the hypoth
esis for investigation in this study, i.e., that
group unity, with appropriate participant
attitudes, was established in group-action
teams attending the 1959 University of Kan
sas Group-Action Tournament.
Specific dimensions of group unity and
attitudes were derived from previous studies
of participant attitudes in productive groups,
Five different approaches by leading schol
ars in the field are reviewed by Cartwright
and Zander." Empirical determination of
diinen.sions of group behavior has been made
through factor analysis by Cattell," through
mea.surement of interactions among partici
pants by Bale.s,'" through analysis of the dis
tribution of responsibilities among group
members in the Ohio State Leadership
Studies," through psychoanalytical studies
of the motivational and emotional aspects of
participants,'- and through "sociometrlc"
analysis of the free and spontaneous choices
of one participant for another hy Moreno
and Jennings.'" These studies have collec
tively given us a realistic appraisal of the
importance of group unity (called "group
cohesiveness" by Festinger,'^ and "group
Potency" by HemphilP"'). Systematic re
search on group cohesiveness has well estab-
n Sec Whyte, WUliam H., Jr.. "The New Illiteracy,"
Srtfiirdov Retieu-, Vol. XXXVI (19.53), p. 35.
"Cartwright, Dorwin, and Alvin Zander, Group
Dijiiamics, Rnw, Peterson, 1953, Part One. "Ap
proaches to the Study of Groups," pp. 3—73.
"Cattell, H. D.. and L. G. Wispe, "The Dimensions
of Svnatulity in Small Croups," Journal of Social
PsycUoloKV. Vt)I. 28 (1948), pp. 57-78.
'"Bales, Robert F., hilcroctioii Proeevs Aiifi/i/si.v.
Addlson-Wesley Press. 1950.
" Summari/ed by StogdlU, Ralph M., "Leadership,
Membership and Organi/.ation," Psychological
Bulletin. Vol. 47 (1950), pp. 1-14.
'•Reviewed by Schicdlinger. Saul. Psychoanalysis
and Croup Belutcior, Norton and Company, 1952.
'^Jennings, Helen H., Leadership and Isoliilion
(2nd ed.), Longmans, Green and Company, 19.50,
Festinger, Leon, and H- H, Kelley, Changing .Ar-
litudes Through Social Contact, Research Center
for Group Dynamics, .Ann Arbor, Michigan, 1951.
'®Hemphilf, J. K., Group Dimensions. Bureau of
Educational Research Monographs, No. 87
(1956), Ohio Slate University.
lished its importance as a determinant of the
productivity of a discus.sion group.'"
Dimensions found important by Deutsch'^
and Hcmphill'^ were the basis for the de
velopment of measuring instruments de
signed to (piantify the amount of unity (co
operative attitude or "cohesiveness") present
in groups. In the present study these instru
ments were admini.stered to the participants
in the tournament, to their faculty sponsors
who acted as observers and consultants, and
to observers who were selected and trained
for tliis study.
The dimensions of group unity established
hy Hempliill were as follows:
(1) Autonomy, "tlie degree to which a
group functions independently of
other groups."
(2) Control, "the degree to which a
group regulates the behavior of in
dividuals while they are function
ing as group meinhers."
(3) Flexibility, "the degree to which a
group's activities are marked by in
formal procedures rather than by
adherence to established proce
dures,"
(4) Hedonic tone, "the degree to which
group membership is accompanied
by a general feeling of pleasantness
or agrceableness."
(5) Homogeneity, "the degree to which
members of a group are similar
with respect to socially relevant
characteristics."
(6) Intimacy, "the degree to which
members of a group become ac
quainted with one another,"
(7) Participation, "the degree to which
members of a group apply time and
effort in group activities."
(8) Fermeability, "the degree to which
a group permits ready access to
membership."
Curtwrighl and Zander, op. cit., p. 91; also see
Deutsch, -Morton, "A Cunci-ptunli/ntion of the
Cooperative and Competilive Situations with a
Development of Some of its Logio.al and Psycho
logical Implications," Human Belations, Vol. 2
(1949), pp. 129-52, and Deutsch, Morton, "An
Experimental Shidy of the Effects of Coopera
tion and Cunipelition upon Croup Process," Ibid.,
pp. 199-231.
''Deutsch, Morion, op. cil., pp. 148-52.
'• Hemphill, op. cil.
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(9) Polariziition, "the degree to which a
group is oriented and works toward
a single goal."
(10) Potency, "the degree to which a
group has primary significance for
its members."
(11) Stratification, "the degree to which
a group orders its members into
status hierarchies."
(12) Viscidity, "the degree to wliich
members of a group function as a
unit."'o
pp. 2-4.
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Table I
Proportion of Croup-action Population
Group
Dimension
Stanine Scores
2 3 4 -5 B 7 8 0
1. Autonomy .05 .05 .12 .00 .10 .46 .10 .07 .05
2. Control .07 .17 .34 .07 .20 .05 .02 .02
3. Flexibility .05 .00 .15 ,12 .22 .20 .15 .05 .07
4. Hedonie Tone .00 .00 .07 .10 .17 .14 .17 .29 .07
5. Homogeneity .00 .00 .02 .12 .27 .27 .10 .14 .07
6. Intimacy .02 .02 .17 .20 .12 .14 .17 .10 .05
7. Participation .00 .00 .00 .07 .17 .24 .17 .17 .17
8. Permeability .00 .00 .00 .07 .24 .54 .14 .00 .00
9. Polarization . . .00 .05 .10 .22 .29 .27 .07 .00 .00
10. Potenev
.00 .00 .05 .10 .10 .39 .24 .02 .10
11. Stratification .02 .05 .10 .32 .05 .20 .14 .07 .05
12. Viscidity , .00 .00 .00 .02 .07 .22 .12 .29 .27
Proportion of Base Population .. .04 .07 .12 .17 .20 .17 .12 .07 .04
III
Validity of the dimensions cited above
was established through a critical review of
items by the authors and two other members
of the Speech staff at the University of
Kansas who possess graduate training in
group discussion.^"
The questionnaire was tlicn administered
to the coaches, trained observers, and par
ticipants at the end of the preliminary round
of the tournament. Responses were then
converted to numerical scores ranging from
one to five with five indicating a great deal
of the dimension involved and one indicat
ing little of that dimension.
A mean response was then computed for
each item within each group. For example,
an average score was computed on Item I
using the .seoretl rosix>n-ses of the 30 dis
cussion participants. Tlie same procedure
was then Followed in computing a%erages on
the coaches' responses and the ob.scrvers'
responses. Mean res{X)nses were then calcu
lated for each of the Hemphill dimensions
previously described by averaging the vari
ous item means corresponding to each di
mension. These dimension means then
ser\'ed as bases of comparison for checking
the unifonnity of responses between the
s'Dr. William Conboy and Dr. Wilmcr Liiikugel.
three different groups of respondents. The
results obtained are shown in Fig. 1.
Since tile Hemphill study was used as a
model for the present study, it was felt that
the results for this study could be compared
with those for Heniphill's standard popula
tion of 950 subjects as well as for two of his
de.scrihcd samples.
Raw scores from this study were com
pared with raw .scores obtained by Hemp-
hill's study as classified into .standard nine
scores. Percentages of the Group-Action
population which fell into the standard nine
cIa.ssification.s of Hemphlll's standard popu
lation were then computed as shown in
Table I.
On the ba.si.s of this comparison it would
appear that the groups participating in the
Group-Action Tournament can lie de.scribed
as possessing the following characteristics:
1. A high degree of independence from
outside influences (autonomy);
2. Relative freedom from codes of con
duct and procedural rules, both for
mal and informal, governing the
conduct of members (control);
3. Relative freedom from adherence
tendencies to e.stahlis]i procedures
(flexibility);
4. A general feeling of pleasure derived
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Table II
Covjparison with Standard Population
Group
Dimension
Stanine Scurc.s Total
Effects1 2 3 4 6 7 8 9
1. Antonnmv .01 .02 .00 -.17 -.10 .29 -.02 .00 .01
2. Control .01 .00 .05 .17 -.13 .03 -.07 -.05 -.02 -
3. Flexibility .01 -.07 .03 -.05 .02 .03 .03 -.02 .03 *
4. Hedonic Tone - - - -.04 -.07 -.05 -.07 -.03 -.03 .05 .22 .03 «
5. Homogeneity -.04 -.07 -.10 -.05 .07 .10 -.02 .07 .03 •
6  Tntim.ify
-.02 -.05 .05 .03 -.08 -.03 .05 .03 .01 ♦
7. Participation -.04 -.07 -.12 -.10 -.03 .07 .05 .10 .13 •
8 Permeability
-.04 -.07 -.12 -.10 -.04 .37 .02 -.07 -.04 *
9. Polarization -.04 -.02 -.02 .05 .09 .10 -.05 -.07 -.04 -
10 Pntenev
-.04 -.07 -.07 -.07 .04 .22 .12 -.05 .06 •
11. Stratification -.02 -.02 -.02 .15 -.15 .03 .02 .00 .01 «
1?„ Viscidity -.04 -.07 -.12 -.15 -.13 .05 .00 .22 .23 *
Proportion of
Base Population - .04 .07 .12 .17 .20 .17 .12 .07 .04
from being a jneinber of tlie group
(hedoriic tone);
5. Similarity with respect to socially rel
evant characteristics (homogeneity);
6. Familiarity with informal and per
sonal details in the lives of group
members (iniimacy);
7. A high degree of application of time
and effort to group activities {par
ticipation);
8. Permission of ready access to mem
bership during the early stages of
their deliberations (permeahility);
9. A high degree of primary signifi
cance for their members (potency);
10. A high degree of operation as a unit
(vU-cidity).
On each of the above characteristics, the
Group-Action Tournament population clearly
demonstrated a tendency to ijerfonn with a
higher degree of the characteristic than did
the Hemphill standard Population. The tend
ency is clearly demonstrated in Table II
which lists the percentage differences in
stanine scores between the standard popula
tion and the Group-Toiimament population.
A comparLson of the analysis of the
Group-Action Tournament population with
an analysis of Hemphill's standard popula
tion .suggests that tliose dimensions which
are present in functioning groups within
society are generally present to a greater
degree in the Group-Action Tournament
groups.
Specific comparisons were also made be
tween the Croup-Action Tournament popu
lation and a selected .sample containing
special social and cultural characteristics.
Sample in the Hemphill study consisted of
100 respondents rccniited "From college stu
dent organizations."-'^ When compared with
this sample, tlie Group-Action Tournament
groups were characterized by:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
a higher degree of independence
from outside influences {auttmomy);
a higher degree of freedom from
codes of conduct and procedural
niles {control);
a higher degree of freedom from ad
herence tendencies to establishd pro
cedures (flexiliility);
a higher degree of pleasure derived
from group membersliip (hedonic
tone);
a higher degree of similarity with re
spect to socially relevant character
istics (homogeneity);
a lower degree of familiarity by each
Uempbill, op. cit., pp. 8-9.
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Table III
Comparison with Sample A
Group
Dinibu.sion
Stanine Scores Total
Effects1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
1. Autonomy -.10 -.02 -.04 -.13 -.06 .35 .00 .03 -.04 «
2. rnntrol .04 .05 .08 .19 -.19 .06 -.14 -.08 -.02 -
3. Flexibility -.11 -.14 -.01 -.07 .11 .14 .07 .01 .01 •
4. Hcdonic Tone -.02 -.03 -.11 -.03 -.04 -.11 .15 .15 .05 •
5. Homogeneity -.03 -.07 -.06 -.01 .16 .12 -.07 .02 -.05 *
6. Intimacy -.02 .00 .15 .13 -.01 -.06 -.04 -.11 -.08 -
7. Participation . -.03 -.09 -.09 -.04 .00 -.01 .02 .11 .12 •
8. Permeability -.04 -.01 -.06 -.13 -.06 .28 .04 -.03 .00 *
9. Polarization -.03 -.01 -.09 .07 ,11 ,09 -.02 -.07 -.05 -
10. Potency -.04 -.05 -.03 .00 .10 .19 .09 -.07 .01 «
11. Stratification . . . -.03 .«) .03 .18 -.12 .04 .04 .04
-.03 -
12. Viscidity -.04 -.05 -.12 -.11 -.14 .01 -.07 .25 .26
meml>er with infomial and personal
details in the lives of the otlier group
members {intimacy);
7. a higher degree of time and effort ap
plied to group activities {participa
tion );
8. a higher degree of ready access to
memberslvip permitted dining the
early stages of membership {pcTmea-
hility);
9. a higher degree of primary signifi
cance for their members { poteticy);
10. a lower degree of ordering group
members into status hierarchies
{stratification);
11. a higher degree of group functioning
as a unit {cascidity).
IV
In summary, the purpose of diis study was
to discover the extent to which group char
acteristics which are commonly found in
voluntary work and play groups were pres
ent within the groui^s participating in an
experimental group-action tournament.
It would appear that group-action tourna
ment groups duplicate, if not exceed, the
extent of dimensions of group unity- present
in work and play groups in society. One
general exception may exist in tcnns of the
dimension of polarization although, because
of confusion arising from the nature of the
real tournament situation, the results for this
dimension are inconclusive in this respect.
When the tournament groups are com
pared with a siunple of members of college
student groups only in tlie dimension of
permeability do the tournament groups fail
to meet the standard .set by the college
organization of the dimensions studied the
Group-Action Tournament groups apix;ar to
exceed the standards established by similar
other groups, On the basis of the present
study it would appear that the Group-Action
Tournament can provide an answer to the
two criticisms that (1) group disciussion
contests do not create the characteristics of
"real" groups iuid (2) they contain an ele
ment of competition which distorts relation
ships among participants,
Two lines of furtlier study are suggested
by the re.sults of this study. One suggested
hypotlic.sis is that, given identical problein.s
and identical lime limits, a group-action
tournament group will produce a product
superior to that of a "natural" group oper
ating in its normal environment. A second
hypothesis is that group-action tournament
groups ixissess a higlier degree of group
unity than do the discussion groups attend
ing tlie traditional discussion tournament.
Perhaps studies of further group-action tour
naments at various colleges and universities
can undertake the task of investigating these
and other similar qii<?stions.
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Piofe.ssor Chitrles Goetzinger, Editor
The Gavel
Department of Speech
Colorado University
Boulder, Colorado
Dear Professor Goetzinger:
A colleague of mine and a couple of students called my attention to Pro-
fe.ssor Mansh's article on the "Prima Facie Case" in which he presented a
distorted view of my concept of a prima facie case by quoting me out of con
text. After reading the article, I must .say that my colleague and the .students
were right—he did distort my concept by quoting me out of context. Had he
quoted the rest of my explanation he would have discovered my concept is
not far from his.
This is a serious professional matter to me. Quoting me out of context
makes me appear to have little knowledge of the meaning of a prima facie
case. In addition, the dissemination of this kind of information may cause a
decrease in the sale of the book. As a professional courtesy, I should like to
ask that this distortion be corrected in the next issue of The Gavel.
I shall appreciate this correction in the next issue of The Gavel.
Sincerely yours,
William A. Behl
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